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Abstract. People rapidly and automatically evaluate faces along many social dimensions. Here,
we focus on judgments of trustworthiness, which approximate basic valence evaluation of faces,
and test whether these judgments are an overgeneralization of the perception of emotional
expressions. We used a behavioral adaptation paradigm to investigate whether the previously
noted perceptual similarities between trustworthiness and emotional expressions of anger and
happiness extend to their underlying neural representations. We found that adapting to angry
or happy facial expressions causes trustworthiness evaluations of subsequently rated neutral faces
to increase or decrease, respectively. Further, we found no such modulation of trustworthiness
evaluations after participants were adapted to fearful expressions, suggesting that this effect is
specific to angry and happy expressions. We conclude that, in line with the overgeneralization
hypothesis, a common neural system is engaged during the evaluation of facial trustworthiness
and expressions of anger and happiness.

1 Introduction
Individuals form trait impressions along dimensions ranging from trustworthiness to
sexual orientation with a single glance at an unfamiliar face (Rule and Ambady 2008;
Willis and Todorov 2006). These fast evaluations are highly reliable, as judgments
made after 50 ^ 100 ms of exposure to faces are strongly correlated with those made
with no time constraints (eg Bar et al 2006; Todorov et al 2009). Although these trait
impressions are formed in a minimal amount of time, they have been shown to have
a significant real-world impact. Political election outcomes (Ballew and Todorov 2007)
and sentencing in criminal trials (Blair et al 2004) can be predicted by evaluations
of faces along trait dimensions. However, despite the extent of their influence and their
efficient and reliable nature, there is little evidence that these face evaluations are valid.
Some studies have found modest positive correlations between behavior and trait
judgments from faces (Bond 1994), but others have failed to find such correlations
(Hassin and Trope 2000; Zebrowitz et al 1996), and some have even found an inverse
relationship (Zebrowitz et al 1998).
From an evolutionary point of view, it is puzzling why people reliably make seemingly invalid judgments. The overgeneralization hypothesis suggests a potential solution
to this puzzle, positing that rapid trait impressions from facial appearance are due to
overgeneralization of other, more veridical, evaluations (Knutson 1996; Montepare and
Dobish 2003; Zebrowitz and Montepare 2008; Zebrowitz et al 2003, 2010). For instance,
childlike traits are often attributed to adults who have facial features reminiscent of babies
(eg round faces and large eyesöMcArthur and Apatow 1983).
Here, consistent with the emotion overgeneralization hypothesis (Knutson 1996;
Montepare and Dobish 2003; Said et al 2009; Zebrowitz et al, 2010), we test whether
the neuronal populations supporting perception of emotional expressions signaling
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approach (ie angry and happy expressions) also support perception of trustworthiness in
emotionally neutral faces. We focus on trustworthiness, because it reliably approximates
the general valence evaluation of faces (Todorov 2008; Todorov and Engell 2008; Todorov
et al 2008). Further, three lines of evidence suggest that trustworthiness judgments are
associated with perceptions of expressions of anger and happiness. First, trustworthiness
judgments of emotionally neutral faces are positively correlated with judgments of happiness and negatively correlated with judgments of anger (Todorov and Duchaine 2008).
A similar pattern has been observed for judgments of affiliation, an attribute similar to
trustworthiness (Montepare and Dobish 2003). Second, whereas dynamic changes in
expressions from neutral to angry are perceived as more intense when accompanied by
an identity change from a trustworthy to untrustworthy face, changes in expression from
neutral to happy are perceived as more intense when accompanied by an identity change
from an untrustworthy to trustworthy face (Oosterhof and Todorov 2009). In other words,
angry and happy expressions are perceived as more intense when accompanied by congruent changes in structural features. Third, computer modeling of face trustworthiness
suggests that these judgments are grounded in similarity to expressions of anger and
happiness (Oosterhof and Todorov 2008; Todorov 2008).
In the current study we reasoned that, if trustworthiness evaluations are due to overgeneralization of the perception of angry and happy facial expressions, it should be
possible to influence those evaluations by first adapting the neural populations which
support the perception of those expressions. Specifically, we predicted that behavioral
adaptation to angry faces should result in higher trustworthiness ratings of emotionally
neutral faces, whereas adaptation to happy faces should result in lower trustworthiness
ratings. Further, to the extent that these effects are specific to displays of anger and happiness, trustworthiness ratings should not be influenced by adaptation to fearful expressions.
To test this prediction, we used a behavioral adaptation paradigm. The central tenet
of this paradigm is that extended exposure to a given stimulus creates a visual aftereffect such that the visual appearance of subsequently viewed stimuli is shifted away
from the adapting stimulus along any shared dimensions. This idea can be clearly
understood when one considers the motion aftereffect, or `waterfall illusion'. Prolonged
exposure to the downward motion of a waterfall results in subsequently viewed static
stimuli to appear as if they are moving upward. One explanation for this is that,
in the absence of moving stimuli, the direction-selective cells within area MT/V5,
a motion sensitive region of the visual system, will randomly discharge. The random
asynchronous firings for motion in various directions cancel each other out and the
sum response of the entire neural population results in no perceived motion. While
viewing the rush of falling water, cells that are specifically tuned to downward motion
will fire vigorously, causing the sum discharge of the population to skew decidedly to
downward motion. After prolonged exposure to a downward moving stimulus, neurons
demonstrate decreased responsiveness (Kohn and Movshon 2003). This diminished
response allows the baseline firing of neurons tuned to upward motion to have a greater
impact on the sum output of MT in the absence of external stimulation. The resulting
visual phenomenon is that static images appear to be moving upward.
We suggest that adaptation may be a useful tool for investigating overgeneralization
effects in face evaluation (cf Buckingham et al 2006). High-level adaptation (ie adaptation
effects that are not due to the low-level visual features of a stimulus) has proven useful for
investigating multiple dimensions of the neural representation of faces, including gender,
attractiveness, emotional expression, and identity (eg Fox and Barton 2007; Leopold
et al 2001; Rhodes et al 2003; Webster et al 2004). For instance, Webster and colleagues
showed that androgynous faces that had an equal probability of being categorized by
participants as ``male'' or ``female'' were seen as distinctly ``male'' after extended exposure
to female faces and as distinctly ``female'' after extended exposure to male faces.
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To test our predictions, we asked participants to evaluate the trustworthiness of
emotionally neutral faces both before and after perceptual adaptation to angry, happy,
or fearful faces. We found that angry and happy, but not fearful, expressions shifted
subsequent evaluations of trustworthiness. A follow-up experiment confirmed the efficacy
of our computer-generated expressive faces as perceptual adapter stimuli. A third experiment was performed to investigate whether the effect was due to a shift in response bias
rather than neural adaptation.
2 Experiment 1. Effects of adaptation on trustworthiness judgments of emotionally
neutral faces
In the first experiment we tested the overgeneralization hypothesis by investigating whether
adaptation to angry and happy expressions would influence subsequent evaluations of
trustworthiness.
2.1 Method
2.1.1 Participants. Thirty-six Princeton University undergraduate students participated
in the study for course credit.
2.1.2 Stimuli. 288 near-photorealistic faces with unique identities were created with
the FaceGen software package (Singular Inversions, Vancouver, BC). Adapter faces
were created by morphing 192 of these faces to display expressions of anger, fear, and
happiness with the expression manipulation tools available in FaceGen. The remaining
96 emotionally neutral faces were used as the test faces (figure 1b). FaceGen supports

(a)

angry

happy

neutral

(b)

(c)

fearful

angry ± fearful
morph

angry ± happy
morph

happy ± fearful
morph

Figure 1. [In colour online, see http://
dx.doi.org/10.1068/p6633] Example
stimuli. (a) Angry, fearful, and
happy adapter faces used in all
three experiments. (b) Emotionally
neutral test face used in experiments 1 and 3. (c) Emotionally
ambiguous test faces used in experiment 2.
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adding several emotional expressions to any face and the expression strengths can be
set anywhere between 0% and 100%. We added expressions using FaceGen's Anger,
SmileOpen (happy), and Fear expression controls. We used maximum emotion strength
of 100% (figure 1a). Emotions of anger and happiness with intensity strength of 50%
have been used by Oosterhof and Todorov (2008), and these expressions were clearly
perceived as angry and happy, respectively. We also tested the ecological validity of
these expressions in a separate study in which ten participants were shown ten faces
of each expression in a random sequential order and asked to categorize the expression as ``angry'', ``happy'', or ``fearful''. Average categorization accuracy in this study was
98.7% and did not vary across emotions.
2.1.3 Procedures. Participants were first asked to rate the trustworthiness of each test
face using a 9-point Likert scale. During the subsequent `adaptation phase', participants
were randomly assigned to the angry (N  13), fearful (N  12), or happy (N  12)
adapter conditions and passively viewed 30 emotionally expressive adapter faces from
their respective condition. These faces were randomly drawn from the 192 possible
identities. Participants were only adapted to the expression type to which they were
randomly assigned, as adapter type was a between-subjects factor. Each adapter face
How trustworthy was the
previous face?

4 top-up faces
2000 ms each

750 ms

Completely Completely
Untrustworthy Trustworthy

200 ms

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(a)

What was the expression of
the previous face?

4 top-up faces
2000 ms each

750 ms

200 ms

1  angry
2  fearful
3  happy

(b)

How trustworthy was the
previous face?
Completely Completely
Untrustworthy Trustworthy

750 ms
4 top-up faces
each presented for
0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, or 4 s

200 ms

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(c)
Figure 2. [In colour online.] Post-adaptation procedure. (a) Trustworthiness experiment. Prior to
the onset of each test face, participants viewed four `top-up' adapter faces (angry, fearful, or
happy) for 2000 ms each. After the presentation of the top-up adapters a cue indicated that the
participant should rate the trustworthiness of the emotionally neutral test faces on a 9-point Likert scale. (b) Stimulus-validation experiment. The procedure was identical to the validation
experiment except that participants were asked to categorize the expression of the emotionally
ambiguous face that followed the cue. (c) Response bias. The procedure was the same as in
experiment 1 except that there was no long-term adaptation and the duration of `top-up' adapters
varied by trial such that duration randomly chosen to be 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, or 4 s per face (there were
always four top-up faces prior to presentation of the test face).
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was preceded by a 200 ms blank display and remained on screen for 2000 ms. After the
adaptation phase, participants were again asked to rate the trustworthiness of the test
faces. Prior to the onset of each test face, participants viewed four `top-up' adapter
faces (angry, fearful, or happy) for 2000 ms each (see figure 2a). Importantly, all
test faces were 80% of the size of the adapter faces in order to disrupt adaptation
of low-level visual features. In an effort to achieve sufficient adaptation, participants
rated 24 of the 96 test faces and then repeated the adaptation phase of the experiment.
This cycle of adaptation and categorization was repeated four times in total. The
difference between the average post-adaptation and pre-adaptation trustworthiness
scores reflected the effect of adaptation to expression on trustworthiness evaluation.
2.2 Results
The data were analyzed with a mixed-model 2(test phase: pre or post)63(adapter type:
angry, fearful, or happy) ANOVA with test phase a within-subjects factor and adapter
type a between-subjects factor. There were no significant main effects of either test phase
(F1, 34  0:45) or adapter type (F2, 34  0:04). There was, however, a significant interaction
(F2, 34  20:54, p 5 0:001). To explicate this interaction, we analyzed the simple effects
of test phase at each level of adapter type (figure 3). After adapting to angry faces,
emotionally neutral faces were evaluated as more trustworthy (t12  4:51, p  0:001),
whereas after adapting to happy faces emotionally neutral faces were evaluated as less
trustworthy (t11  3:55, p  0:005). Adapting to fearful faces did not result in different
mean evaluations of trustworthiness (t11 5 1). The change in trustworthiness evaluation in both the angry and happy adapter conditions was significantly larger than the
change in the fearful adapter condition (t23  4:05, p 5 0:001 and t22  2:55, p  0:018,
respectively).
Differences in trustworthiness ratings=
post minus pre adaptation

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

angry

fearful

happy

ÿ0.5
ÿ1.0

Adapter expression

Figure 3. Effect of adaptation to angry, fearful, and happy faces on trustworthiness evaluation of
emotionally neutral faces. Adaptation to angry faces caused a significant increase in trustworthiness evaluations, while adaptation to happy faces caused a significant decrease in trustworthiness
evaluations. Adaptation to fearful faces had no effect on subsequent trustworthiness evaluations
of neutral faces. Error bars show 1 SEM. * p  0:001, ** p  0:005.

3 Experiment 2. Validating the effectiveness of adapter faces
In the second experiment we sought to confirm that the differential effects of the
expression adapters in experiment 1 were not due to limitations of the stimuli and/or
design. Particularly, we sought to confirm that the null effect of fearful adapters
was not due to a general inability of these stimuli to evoke aftereffects. We therefore
used the same adapter stimuli in a traditional expression adaptation paradigm in which
participants categorized emotionally ambiguous faces before and after adaptation.
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3.1 Method
3.1.1 Participants. Thirty-two Princeton University undergraduate students participated
in the study for course credit.
3.1.2 Stimuli. The adapter faces were the same as those used in experiment 1 (see figure 1a). Test faces were emotionally ambiguous faces created by morphing between
pairs of expressions (anger and fear, anger and happiness, fear and happiness) using a
randomly selected subset of 90 of the 192 expressive faces (figure 1c). The morphed
test faces showed 40%, 50%, or 60% of one emotion as compared to the other.
3.1.3 Procedures. The procedures for the validation experiment were the same as those
in experiment 1 except that participants were asked to categorize the emotionally
ambiguous test faces as ``angry'', ``fearful'', or ``happy'' before and after adaptation to
emotionally expressive faces (figure 2b). This experiment used a forced-choice identification task as opposed to the Likert scale evaluation used in experiment 1, because,
unlike trustworthiness, expressions represent discrete categories. This approach also
more closely replicates the paradigms used in previous investigations of facial expression adaptation (eg Webster et al 2004). As in experiment 1, participants were randomly
assigned to the angry-adapter (N  10), fearful-adapter (N  9), or happy-adapter (N  13)
condition.
3.2 Results
To measure the effect of adaptation, we first calculated for each test phase (pre- and
post-adaptation) the proportion of trials in which an emotionally ambiguous face was
categorized as each of the three expressions. The difference between the post-adaptation
and pre-adaptation proportions for each adapter type reflected the effect of adaptation on expression perception. As shown in table 1, all three adapter conditions affected
subsequent categorization of emotionally ambiguous faces, such that a face was less frequently categorized as the adapter condition and more often categorized as the expression
reflecting the opposite end of the morph continuum. Participants in the angry-adapter
condition were less likely to categorize faces as angry when viewing angry ^ happy
(t9  6:29, p 5 0:05) or angry ^ fearful (t9  7:48, p 5 0:05) morphs, whereas they were
more likely to categorize faces as happy (t9  7:19, p 5 0:05) and fearful (t9  7:86,
p 5 0:05), respectively. Participants in the fearful-adapter condition were less likely to
categorize faces as fearful when viewing fearful ^ angry (t8  5:24, p 5 0:05 or fearful ^
Table 1. Experiment 2: Difference in proportions (mean, SEM p) of categorization of emotionally ambiguous faces after adaptation to expressions of anger, fear, and happiness, as compared
to before adaptation. Positive and negative differences indicate that the emotionally ambiguous
morph face was more or less often categorized as the given expression after adaptation.
Perceived as

Angry ± Fearful

Angry ± Happy

Happy ± Fearful

Angry adapter: test face morph
Angry
ÿ0.31, 0.04, 5 0:001
Fearful
0.32, 0.04, 5 0:001
Happy
ÿ0.01, 0.01,  0:104

ÿ0.40, 0.07, 5 0:001
0.03, 0.04,  0:522
0.37, 0.07, 5 0:001

ÿ0.02, 0.01,  0:052
0.01, 0.03,  0:808
0.01, 0.03,  0:814

Happy adapter: test face morph
Angry
ÿ0.03, 0.04,  0:523
Fearful
0.03, 0.04,  0:508
Happy
0.0, 0.0,  1

0.10, 0.03,  0:012
ÿ0.03, 0.02,  0:225
ÿ0.07, 0.03,  0:033

ÿ0:01, 0.02,  0:827
0.11, 0.03,  0:007
ÿ0.11, 0.03,  0:005

Fearful adapter: test face morph
Angry
0.34, 0.08,  0:002
Fearful
ÿ0.38, 0.07,  0:001
Happy
0.03, 0.03,  0:347

0.09, 0.03,  0:016
ÿ0.03, 0.02,  0:172
ÿ0.06, 0.01,  0:002

0.02, 0.02,  0:239
ÿ0.37, 0.04, 5 0:001
0.35, 0.04, 5 0:001
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happy (t8  10:64, p 5 0:05) morphs, whereas they were more likely to categorize faces
as happy (t8  8:74, p 5 0:05) and angry (t8  4:37, p 5 0:05), respectively. Participants
in the happy-adapter condition were less likely to categorize faces as happy when viewing
happy ^ angry (t12  2:58, p 5 0:05) or happy ^ fearful (t12  3:25, p 5 0:05) morphs,
whereas they were more likely to categorize faces as angry (t12  2:94, p 5 0:05), and
fearful (t12  2:91, p 5 0:05), respectively.
For angry and happy adapters, there was no effect on the emotionally ambiguous
face that did not comprise the adapter expression öeg the happy ^ fearful morph in the
angry-adapter condition (ps 4 0:05). However, unexpectedly the fearful adapter did
significantly affect classification of the angry ^ happy morph such that it was more
often classified as angry after adaptation ( ps 5 0:05), although this effect was substantially smaller than the effects for categorization of ambiguous faces that comprised
the fearful expression (angry ^ fearful and happy ^ fearful).
4 Experiment 3. Effect of adaptation time on cross-adaptation
In the third experiment we investigated whether the adaptation effects observed in
experiment 1 were due to a response bias shift, which would suggest that the adaptation effects are conceptual rather than neural in nature. For example, if the adapter
faces were implicitly used as a standard of comparison for the evaluated faces, one
would predict similar effects to those seen in experiment 1. That is, relative to angry
faces, emotionally neutral faces may seem more trustworthy. In contrast, relative to
happy faces, emotionally neutral faces may seem less trustworthy. To rule out this alternative explanation, we manipulated the duration of adaptation prior to trustworthiness
evaluation. Conceptual, or response-bias, effects should be relatively immune to changes
in the duration of the adapting stimulus, whereas sensitivity to adapter duration is a
hallmark of visual aftereffects (cf Leopold et al 2005). That is, increased adapter duration should result in increased changes in trustworthiness evaluation to the extent that
this evaluation relies on the same mechanisms that are responsible for perception of
angry and happy expressions.
4.1 Method
4.1.1 Participants. Forty-nine Princeton University undergraduate students participated
in the study for course credit.
4.1.2 Stimuli. The stimuli for this experiment were the same as those used in experiment 1.
4.1.3 Procedure. The procedure for this experiment was similar to that of experiment 1
with the following exceptions. Participants were randomly assigned to either an angryadapter (N  24) or happy-adapter (N  25) condition. There was no `long' adaptation
phase. Rather, four `top-up' adapter faces (ie the adapter stimuli shown immediately
prior to the test face) were presented for 250 ms, 500 ms, 1000 ms, 2000 ms, or
4000 ms each for total adaptation times of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 s, respectively (figure 2c).
All 100 trials (20 trials of each adapter duration) were presented in a random order.
4.2 Results
A 3-way 2(adapter type: angry/happy)62(test phase: pre/post)65(adapter duration:
1/2/4/8/16 s) mixed ANOVA, in which adapter type was a between-subjects factor,
revealed three significant interactions. A significant interaction between test phase and
adapter type (F1, 47  17:09, p 5 0:001) was driven by an increase in trustworthiness
evaluations after adaptation to angry faces and a decrease in trustworthiness evaluations
after adaptation to happy faces. A significant interaction between adapter type and
adapter duration (F4, 188  2:88, p 5 0:024) demonstrates that increasing the adapter
duration results in higher trustworthiness evaluations after adaptation to angry faces
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Differences in trustworthiness ratings=post minus pre adaptation

but lower trustworthiness evaluations after adaptation to happy faces. As a result of
these two interactions, there was a significant 3-way interaction between adapter type,
test phase, and adapter duration (F4, 188  3:00, p 5 0:020). That is, increasing the
adaptation time resulted in larger differences between the pre- and post-test phases,
but whether this difference was positive or negative was dependent on which adapter
type the participant was shown (angry and happy, respectively).
We further unpacked the 3-way interaction by separately analyzing the data from
the angry-adapter and happy-adapter conditions with 2(test phase: pre/post)65(adapter
duration: 1/2/4/8/16 s) repeated-measures ANOVAs. The ANOVA for the angry-adapter
condition revealed a significant interaction (F4, 92  2:99, p 5 0:05), such that the effect
of adaptation increased as a function of adapter duration (figure 4, top). Trend analysis of this effect showed a significant linear component (F1, 23  9:08, p  0:006) and
a non-significant quadratic component (F1, 23  2:24, p  0:15). The ANOVA for the
happy-adapter condition revealed a main effect of test phase (F1, 24  18:08, p 5 0:001),
such that trustworthiness evaluations were significantly lower in the post-adaptation
test phase. The interaction was also significant (F4, 96  2:86, p 5 0:05), such that
the effect of adaptation varied as a function of adapter duration (figure 4, bottom).
Trend analysis of this effect showed a non-significant linear component (F1, 24  1:78,
p  0:20) and a significant quadratic component (F1, 24  4:66, p  0:011).
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Figure 4. Top: effect of adapter duration on angry adapters. Bottom: effect of adapter duration
on happy adapters. Error bars show 1 SEM.

5 Discussion
The results of this study offer evidence in support of the emotion overgeneralization
hypothesis for rapid trustworthiness evaluations of neutral faces. Namely that this
evaluation relies on the same neural mechanisms that are involved in perception of
emotional expressions. Adaptation of the brain's response to expressions of anger results
in higher evaluations of trustworthiness, whereas adaptation to expressions of happiness
results in lower evaluations of trustworthiness. This `cross-adaptation' suggests that these
facial dimensions (expression and trustworthiness) are, at minimum, subserved by partially overlapping neural populations. Moreover, the extent of the neural commonality
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between expression and trustworthiness seems to be restricted to expressions of anger
and happiness, as adaptation to a different expression with negative valence, fear, did
not modulate trustworthiness evaluations. This is consistent with a previous study,
which demonstrated that exaggerating emotionally neutral faces along the trustworthiness dimension resulted in changes in expressions of anger and happiness but not in
disgust, sadness, fear, or surprise (Oosterhof and Todorov 2008).
In experiment 2, we addressed the possibility that the null effect of fear adaptation
on trustworthiness evaluations was merely due to a more general failure of these stimuli
to evoke aftereffects. We found that fearful adapters effectively shifted the participants'
perception of emotionally ambiguous faces away from fear. That is, participants were
significantly less likely to categorize angry ^ fearful or fearful ^ happy morphs as ``fearful'' after prolonged exposure to our fearful-face stimuli. Thus, the null effect of fearful
adapters in the first experiment cannot be attributed to inadequacy of the stimuli.
Interestingly, adaptation to fearful faces did increase the likelihood that participants
would classify angry ^ happy morphs as `angry', although this effect was weaker than
the effect for classification of angry ^ fearful and happy ^ fearful morphs. It is not clear
why we observed the former effect. One possibility is that the effect was partly driven
by perceptual similarity. Recent research suggests that the emotion opposite to fear
is disgust (Susskind et al 2008). For example, the anti-face of fearful expressions are
disgust expressions. The latter are highly similar and easily confusable with angry
expressions (Aviezer et al 2008). Hence, it is possible that this partial similarity resulted
in increased classification of angry ^ happy morphs as `angry' after adaptation to fearful
expressions. Another possibility is that this `adaptation' effect reflects mood induction.
However, further investigation will be necessary to explicate this result.
An alternative explanation for our cross-adaptation results is that trustworthiness
evaluations were influenced at a conceptual level, perhaps by shifting the responsebias of participants. If so, manipulating the duration of the adapter stimuli should
have very little effect on the adaptation effect. On the other hand, neural adaptation is
strongly modulated as a function of adapter duration (cf Leopold et al 2005). In experiment 3, we demonstrated that adapter duration significantly affected the strength of
the aftereffect, suggesting at least a partially neural, rather than conceptual, basis
of the aftereffect. The effects were particularly clear for the angry-adapter condition.
The effect of adaptation increased as a function of the adapter duration. Interestingly,
the effect of adapter duration for the happy-adapter was more variable than for the
angry-adapter. Although there was a general trend toward stronger adaptation effects
at longer happy-adapter durations, the longest duration (16 s) was similar to the shortest duration (1 s). This pattern of results suggests that perceptions of trustworthiness
may be more closely related to similarity to expressions of anger than similarity to
expressions of happiness. Future studies are needed to address this question.
The adaptation stimuli (emotionally expressive faces) were created with a software
package whose algorithms for morphing neutral faces into emotionally expressive faces
are not empirically validated. This raises the concern that perhaps the stimuli did
not realistically reflect the emotional expressions that they were intended to portray.
However, the results of experiment 2 should largely allay this concern as they show the
same adaptation effects that would be expected from natural versions of the stimuli.
For example, as with natural stimuli, adaptation to the computer-generated `angry'
faces resulted in participants perceiving faces morphed between angry and another
expression as less angry. Moreover, in a separate study we demonstrated that participants
were able to categorize the facial expressions with near perfect accuracy.
When exposed to a novel face, people extract a wealth of information within a
very brief period of time. Much of this information is used to make valid categorizations (eg race or gender) or inferences of affective states (from emotional expressions)
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and attentional focus (from eye-gaze direction). However, the information is often used
to make dubious inferences regarding an individual's enduring traits. Our findings
suggest that the perception of trustworthiness share a common neural substrate with
the perceptions of anger and happiness. These findings are consistent with the idea
that the perception of traces of anger or happiness in ostensibly neutral expressions
leads to reliable, although not necessarily valid, evaluations of trustworthiness (Oosterhof
and Todorov 2008). More generally, these results add evidence to the research that
has implicated expression overgeneralization as one of the mechanisms responsible
for face evaluation on social dimensions (eg Knutson 1996; Montepare and Dobish
2003; Oosterhof and Todorov 2008, 2009; Said et al 2009; Todorov 2008; Zebrowitz
and Montepare 2008).
In a seminal paper, Gould and Lewontin (1979) criticized the widely held belief
that all ``traits'' were the adaptive result of natural selection. To illustrate their point,
they referred to the architectural notion of ``spandrels'', the space between adjoining
arches. They argued that the creation of a given feature (the spandrel) could merely
be the unintended byproducts of a deliberate decision (the adjoining arches). In this
context, the current study can be interpreted to suggest that evaluative judgments of
faces may be perceptual spandrels; a byproduct of evolutionary pressures exerted by the
need to quickly perceive facial expressions.
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